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Abstract

First, Darwinian evolution and mutual help seem to conflict. Second, since the second law of thermodynamics is based on 
isolated-equilibrium systems, it is in fact very limited. But, in essence, the vast majority of systems in the universe and nature 
are constantly changing and evolving with “life”. We proposed possible entropy decrease in isolated system due to internal 
interactions, etc. Based on biophysics, we research coevolution from thermodynamics and entropy by unified method. Let the 
entropy change dSA of a subsystem A is a set of its elements dSi , which may have various internal interactions with cooperation 
and complementary each other, so entropy may be decrease. This corresponds to the principle of least action of entropy 
change. It includes self evolution, and competition each other, etc. Third, evolution may combine self-optimization and self-
organization, etc. Brain control of the body is the most typical of an internal interaction. No one would think that this only 
leads to an entropy increase. Fourth, we discuss the biological synergetics, ecosystem, and sustainable development. The 
cooperation-competition is a common phenomenon in the ecosystem. Coevolution is the more general evolution-development 
law of biological and active systems. This can unify natural competition and mutual help in biology, and is an important model 
for human development direction.
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Introduction

Darwinian biological evolution is a great progress in 
science. It points out that natural selection, survival of the 
fittest, and harsh competition in the biological world are 
essential conditions for optimizing species and maintaining 
ecological balance. In 1902 P. Kropotkin was not satisfied 
with the one-sidedness of Darwin’s evolution and published 
his monograph on Mutual Help: An Evolutionary Factor. Its 
basic idea is that mutual help is an important progressive 
factor and natural law in evolution, and is the best weapon 
for animals in the competition for survival. But, it and 

Darwinian seem to show greatly different, even total conflict, 
so it is seen as pseudoscience by some scientists. Both unify 
is a question worthy of study.

New development has established that biological mutual 
help includes: 1. Intraspecific mutual help, where individuals 
or populations of conspecifics cooperate with each other 
in life to maintain the survival. The group lifestyle of many 
animals is common, this can be social insects such as ants, 
bees, with a clear division of labor, and work together to 
maintain the survival of the group at the same time. This 
can also be some insects (such as flying locusts), fish, birds 
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and mammals, in order to facilitate prey, etc. 2. Interspecific 
mutual help involves mutualism, with two organisms 
living together, and are interdependent, advantageous, and 
coevolving.

Cooperative evolution (coevolution) is development of 
two or more interacting species that influence and adapt to 
each other in a common environment. Coevolution was first 
proposed by P.R. Ehrlich and P.H. Raven in 1964. Later, Jazen 
gives a strict definition of coevolution.

The research content of coevolution is extremely 
extensive, which includes the coevolution among competing 
species, predator and prey system, parasite and host system, 
etc. A general coevolution is dependence between organisms, 
and among organisms and the environment in the process 
of evolution. It can be studied from the molecular level, cell 
level, individual level, population level and ecosystem level.

Coevolution can promote increased biodiversity 
and co-adaptation of species, and is mainly in numerous 
instances of mutualism. This has implications for genome 
evolution, and is beneficial to maintaining the stability 
of biological communities and ecosystems. Coevolution 
recognizes biodiversity and the self-organization function 
and maintenance ability of nature, and obeys the law of self-
regulation of nature. The life diversity and coevolution have 
great value, and create the diversity of the biosphere, and 
maintain the continuous evolution and development of the 
biosphere. It coordinates the relative balance of the global 
ecological environment, and jointly constitutes an important 
material basis for the survival and development of mankind.

The whole biological world is the higher and lower 
organisms together, simple and complex organisms coexist, 
and is colorful and collaborative evolution. Various organisms 
are closely related and interdependent, evolving along the 
general trend of coevolution. The struggle for survival of the 
fittest is only one of the restriction mechanisms. Coevolution 
includes two mechanisms: mutual benefit and mutual 
restriction between organisms and the environment. Through 
the long process of coevolution, not only various species 
appeared on the earth, but also a variety of environments. 
In this paper, based on biophysics, we research coevolution 
from thermodynamics and entropy by unified method. 
Further, it may combine the self-optimization, and discuss 
ecosystem, etc.

Thermodynamics and Entropy in 
Coevolution

Thermodynamics originates from studies of thermal 
engine. Entropy is a great development in science. But, this 
must be emphasized that preconditions of entropy increase 

are 1) for isolated systems; 2) various internal interactions 
in system must be neglected, i.e., it has the statistical 
independence [1] and the additivity of entropy; 3) they 
must be thermal equilibrium processes. But, the equilibrium 
system is a dead or tend toward dead system. And some 
dead solidification systems, such as solids, do not necessarily 
entropy increase, but have constant entropy.

Living (active) systems must be non-equilibrium systems. 
They have various external and internal interactions, in 
which the former corresponds to the dissipative structure 
theory and the latter is our research direction. These form 
self-optimization and self-organization. In essence, the vast 
majority of systems in the universe and nature are constantly 
changing and evolving with “life”. Therefore, the second law 
of thermodynamics is very limited.

It is known that work W=dQ=TdS. Entropy increase 
means that the available energy is constantly decreasing. 
Finally, entropy in heat death is great, and the available 
energy is zero. But, the energy can be converted in a system, 
and there have various entropy, etc.
 

For non-equilibrium thermodynamics, such as 
hydrodynamics, Prigogine proposed the minimum entropy 
production [2]. For isolated systems, the entropy production 
rate is [3]:

/ s
V

dS dt dVσ= ∫ .                                         (1)

According to the second law of thermodynamics, for 
irreversible or spontaneous processes dS/dt>0, and the 
local entropy production sσ  must be positive [3]. But, for 
nonlinear systems, situations can vary, such as by changing 
parameter, it may form an unstable state, and has a phase 
transition far away from equilibrium [3]. If dS<0, sσ <0.

A well-known development of thermodynamics is the 
theory of dissipative structure proposed by Prigogine. We 
proposed that if internal interactions, fluctuations and their 
magnified exist among various subsystems of an isolated 
system, entropy decrease in the isolated system is possible 
[4,5]. They includes physics [6-10], chemistry [11-13], 
astronomy [14,15], geoscience [16] and social sciences [17-
19]. For attractive process, internal energy, system entropy, 
and nonlinear interactions, etc., an isolated system may form 
a self-organized structure with lower entropy. Some possible 
entropy decreases are calculated quantitatively [6,9]. We 
proposed quantitatively a total formula of entropy change 
for universal evolution of any natural and social systems. 
As long as we break through the bondage of the second law 
of thermodynamics, the rich and complex world is full of 
examples of entropy decrease [4-19].

In Greek, entropy simply means evolution [20,21]. 
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Prigogine discussed from being to becoming [22]. We define 
the entangled scale, which mainly involves the number 
n and entangled degree. Since coherence, entanglement 
and correlation are all internal interactions in information 
systems, we discussed quantitatively entropy decrease along 
coherence, and entropy increase only for incoherence. Based 
on some astrophysical simulation models, they shown that 
the universe evolves from disorder to structures, which 
correspond to entropy decrease. This is consistence with 
theoretical result. The simulation must be an isolated system 
only using internal gravitational interactions [23].

Various complex biological structures provide a rich 
platform for the possibility of entropy decrease [24,25]. In 
biology the neuroscience, the permeable membrane, the 
molecular motor, etc., are all some internal interactions. 
They and physiology, psychology, and Qigong and various 
practices are often related to these order states with entropy 
decrease. Further, we proposed entropy decrease as an index 
of therapeutics in biophysics, and life lies in a combination 
between motion and rest, etc [24]. The biological systems 
possess many internal interactions. We discussed systems 
biology and evolution. Life always changes from every 
individual to total system for various levels and different 
times. This not only input energy, and more is determined 
by tissues, structures and interactions inside system. 
Inside and outside combination determines the growth 
and evolution of life system. It is not possible that self-
assembly, self-organization, self-production, self-fabrication, 
self-maintaining, etc., all are always entropy increase. The 
biological membrane is already a natural existent Maxwell 
demon. Thermodynamics as science must be developed, 
from this will accelerate the next great advance [25].

Many ecosystems can be approximated as isolated 
systems, such as Galapagos Islands and Barro Colorado 
Island in Gatun Lake [26]. Their entropy cannot increase 
forever.

 
We researched possible entropy decrease in isolated 

system for various complex systems [4-19,24,25], and 
proposed a universal formula for any isolated system [5]:

a idS dS dS= + .                                       (2)
It is symmetry with the formula:

i edS d S d S= + ,                                       (3)
in the theory of dissipative structure. Such the total formula 
of entropy change is:

a i i
i e edS dS dS dS dS dS dS+ −

+ −= + − + + − .                 (4)

When a i i
i e edS dS dS dS dS dS+ −

+ −+ + + > + ,                      (5)

entropy increase dS>0, the system tends to disorder. When
a i i

i e edS dS dS dS dS dS+ −
+ −+ + + < + ,                     (6)

entropy decrease dS<0, the system tends to order. Both 
differences are determined by the input negative entropy 
flow in open system and the internal attractive interactions in 
isolated system i

edS dS−
−+ . From this we derived a complete 

symmetrical structure on change of entropy:

.
.
.

i ed d
a i

increase
Entropy dS S S

decrease
dS dS dS


→ = + →  = +

             (7)

Here entropy decrease may be the dissipative structure for 
an open system, or be the internal interactions for an isolated 
system [9].

 
J. Holland emphasized the importance of units in the 

ecosystem formed by the operation of individual groups of 
species. From a group of genes, a group of cells to a class of 
organs, a group of people, a unit as a relatively independent 
subsystem, the coevolution shows the superiority [27]. There 
are various interactions within the subsystem.

In fact, various self-organization, self-optimization, 
natural selection, self-lubrication, emergence, etc., are 
all internal interactions in system. In particular, self-
optimization must be entropy decrease.

We propose that the entropy change AdS  of a subsystem 
A is a set of its elements idS , and corresponding function is:

( )A idS f dS= .                                         (8)

It may have various internal interactions. If this set is simple 
additive group, so A i

i
dS dS= ∑ . This may be cooperation 

and complementary each other, so entropy may be decrease.
This includes: 
1. Self-evolution. It corresponds to self-optimization 

processes, different entropy ndS  correspond to different 
stages of an evolutional process, and different phase 
transitions. It is a comparison of own before and after, 
and entropy may decrease constantly.

2. Competition with each other. It may compare the 
entropy of each isolated subsystem A and B: AdS  and 

( )B jdS f dS= . If A BdS dS< , so a subsystem A excel 
another subsystem B. It is the comparison between 
different subsystems each other.

3. Subsystems with internal interaction cooperate each 
other, and form more orderly unit, which can be 
entropy decrease, and self-optimization structure. 
They are complement each other, and play cooperative 
advantages, which is conducive to better competition 
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and coevolution.
4. This result leads to complexity, order and entropy 

decrease, and form super-organism, and derives 
hierarchy of ecosystems.

From the cooperative hunting of animals, sexual 
reproduction with division of labor, hibernation in cold and 
low-feeding places, to the human mutual help, they all serve 
as the internal self-optimization of the subsystem, and reach 
the external competition. The self-optimization may lead 
to a competitive advantage. These all reduce the survival 
threshold, and entropy production is smaller, entropy 
decrease dS<0. Changes of different beaks at Galapagos 
Islands may be less energy consumption and smaller entropy.

This is consistent with the entropy of the composite 
system BA⊕ :

)()()1()()()( BSASqBSASBAS qqqqq −++=⊕ . (9)

If q>1, it will be )()()( BSASBAS qqq +<⊕ . This is also 
consistent with the system theory [7]. In fact, if various 
internal complex mechanism and interactions exist, a state 
with smaller entropy (for example, self-organized structure) 
will be able to appear. For these cases, the second law of 
thermodynamics should be different [4-19].

The mathematical form of coevolution may correspond 
to the principle of least action of entropy change:

2

1

( ) ( , ) 0
t

n i
t

dS f dS t dtδ δ= =∫ .                           (10)

This can unify natural competition and mutual help 
in biology. It should be an important model for human 
development direction, overall coevolution, not the naked 
war.

Based on the extensive quantum mechanics in biology, 
Schrödinger equation at column coordinates and its solution 
may derive the double helical structure of DNA. It is necessity 
mathematical conclusion that quantum mechanics has 
symmetry. We discussed the nonlinear biomechanics, which 
is related to chaos, fractal and soliton, etc. An important 
character of the nonlinear biosystems is the formation of 
self-organization, which should decrease entropy. Complex 
biology provides a wide region for entropy decrease in 
various isolated systems [28].

Self-optimization, Self-organization and 
Evolution

In coevolution there have self-optimization and self-
organization, etc.

In cellular communications technology, self-optimization 
is an autonomous and continuous internal process. It is one 
of the key pillars of the self-organizing (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Self-optimization.

The classic optimization methods generate a determined 
sequence of calculations that is based on a gradient or 
a derivative of a target function of a higher range. Self-
optimization means that the technical machining system 
possesses the ability to adapt and adjust itself without 
intervention by the operator in order to improve the 
performance with respect to part quality and accuracy, 
process stability, productivity, and resource efficiency. Self-
optimization should correspond to the principle of least action 
Eq.(10), and the minimum entropy production principle. 
Entropy decrease must exist in the self-organization and self-
optimization.

Now the molecular-sized machines can be self-assembly. 
One of the important techniques is that Whitesides, et al., 
designed self-assembled monolayer (SAM) [29], such as 
alkanethiol and some multilayer film. This may produce or 
corresponds to Maxwell demon. 

In physics various possible entropy decreases include 
phase transformation from disorder uniformity to order 
state. The solidification forms spontaneously an order 
structure, and entropy decrease exists necessarily in self-
assembly as isolated system [10].

Wilson proposed that artificial living systems can self-
combine, self-survive, constantly changing, self-reproduce 
[26]. At present the biological evolution of various organs of 
living things and the human body has reached the optimal 
structure, in which the brain structure can not only improve 
the speed of signal transmission, but also reduce the energy 
cost of the brain lines in architecture and maintenance [26]. 
Brain control of the body is the most typical of an internal 
interaction. No one would think that this only leads to an 
entropy increase, since brain can produce a crazy sense with 
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entropy increase, or a rational sense with entropy decrease.

The evolution does not choose some structures with 
maximum entropy [30], or maximum free energy [31], or 
maximum efficiency of thermodynamics [32]. The physical 
and chemical systems at far-equilibrium tend probably 
to metastable state, which may form the isolated system 
with better order and power of self-assembly (SA) [33,34]. 
Dobzhansky proposed a well-known viewpoint: “Nothing in 
biology makes sense except in the light of evolution” [35].

Maturana and Varela proposed the autopoiesis theory 
[36]. Letelier, et al. contacted the replicative metabolism-
repair (M,R) systems, the autopoietic system and 
metabolized network, and analyzed terms of (M,R) systems 
for organization invariance and metabolic closure [37,38].

Von Neumann proposed the self-reproducing automaton 
based on the general and logical theory of automata [39]. 
Hofmeyr discussed the metabolism-construction-assembly 
system, which is the system self-fabricating. The purpose of 
an organism is to fabricate itself, i.e., self-fabrication [40].

In biology origins of order are spontaneously due to self-
assembly (SA) and self- organization (SO) [41,40]. SA and SO 
are universal phenomena. SO is base of any organizations, and 
may form self-production (SP) and self-maintaining (SM), 
and must be a nontrivial form of self-maintaining (NTSM), 
whose structure is a core of metabolism. SA, SO and SM must 
possess both conditions on inside and outside. The base of 
SM is autocatalysis, which products bigger self-reaction 
and self-maintain network [41,42]. This is necessarily 
internal interaction. Hofmeyr proposed the self-fabricating 
metabolism-construction-assembly system, i.e., (M,C,A) 
organisation of living cells, and the isolated self-assembly 
constructs finally the self-replication process [40]. Organism 
is a machine with self-production, whose existence passes 
through circulated whole network maintained. Complex 
components determine total system. System can maintain 
due to more self-organization than exterior circumstance, so 
system is self-sustaining, and is an autopoietic system (AS). 
Membrane is key factor of maintaining biological energy of 
systems [43].

Self-sustain products circulated network [44]. The 
evolutionary self-sustain is a precondition for existence of 
evolutionary system. Szathmary, et al. proposed that life 
depends on replicators that can exist in an unlimited heredity 
[45], which is internal interaction. Ruiz-Mirazo, et al. applied 
the hereditary autonomous systems (HAS) in the synthesis 
of life [46], which is also internal interaction.

Hordijk and Steel detected autocatalyctic, self-sustaining 
sets in chemical reaction systems [47]. For evolution the 

adjustability of life is a process through different generations 
produced spontaneously, for example, the autocatalysis 
cycle [48]. Cycle proves an explained method for growth and 
reproduction. Much biological systems possess cycles, which 
include multifarious biochemical metabolized cycles, cellular 
cycles, propagated cycles and a big cycle of whole ecosphere, 
etc [49]. A key is cycles in life systems, which and internal 
interactions form tissues. Various cycles are not related to 
surroundings, which all are internal interactions in isolated 
systems.

In biological systems various evolutions are not only 
open and absorbed energy, and must be the cooperative 
self-interactions each other. Because of the conversation 
of total energy in isolated system, all in the systems must 
be evolution and absorbed energy, so it forms the Darwin 
evolutionism with competition. But, this should be more 
universal evolutionism with competition and cooperation. In 
particular, the cooperation is more important in an ecosystem 
and in the same population, for example, the cooperation is 
indispensable in human evolution.

Hofmeyr pointed out: “The essence of life must lie 
somewhere between molecule and autonomously living, 
unicellular organism” [40]. Every organism is all a system 
that may be self-production, and is composed of various 
substances, and is independent. Modern biology explains life 
from an evolutionary viewpoint, with reproduction (of cells) 
and replication (of DNA). Organisms possess self-regulation 
and self-steering, and achieve self-formation and self-
generation. Bak, et al. proposed the evolutionary dynamics 
model with self-organized criticality, which only passes 
through self-internal dynamics to form a critical state [50-
52]. New characters may obtain new forms of interactions.

In a word, internal interactions may form tissues, and 
produce functions, and obtain further self-formation and 
self-generation, etc.

Biological Synergetics, Ecosystem and 
Sustainable Development

In 1977 Haken proposed synergetics, which introduces 
nonequilibrium phase transitions and self-organization in 
physics, chemistry, biology, etc. Its main goal is the search 
for common features of self-organizing systems in a great 
variety of seemingly quite different systems, and the search 
for general principles underlying the spontaneous formation 
of spatial, temporal or functional structures [53]. Any natural 
environment is all a self-organized result. Synergetics may 
be applied to ecology and general biology [54].

Based on the synergetic equations, we derived the 
Lorenz model, which may describe the change between two 
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species. By a way of the adiabatic approximation, different 
models of population dynamics are obtained. Further, we 
researched various simplified results in the model and their 
ecological meaning by the qualitative analysis theory of the 
nonlinear equations, etc. From this it points out two outlets 
on the protection of rare species: an existence environment 
is improved or the propagation rate must increase. The 
ecological synergetics promulgates deeply a complex 
nonlinear relation between competition and cooperation 
on different species. Then the general nonlinear evolutional 
equations of ecosystem are searched [55].

Synergetics can be used as the basis of mutual help 
theory, and explain the relations between competition 
and mutual help. In fact, competition and cooperation are 
complement each other. For different plants or organisms 
both form various plant communities and biosphere.

Coevolution in nature forms rich ecosystem. Ecology is 
the cooperation in competition, and is the order in chaos. 
Only the order parameter reaches a certain threshold, it can 
ensure the overall balance of each species in the ecosystem. 
Ecosystems are the result of long-term evolution among 
subsystems. Based on the inseparability and correlativity 
of the biological systems, we proposed and discussed the 
nonlinear whole biology and four basic hypotheses [56,57], 
whose fourth hypothesis is namely that a basic property of 
any biological systems as an open system is that this system 
and its environment must be a whole. It corresponds to a 
generalized metabolism. Usually environment is regarded as 
a boundary condition of the system, but it and the biological 
systems have often various nonlinear relations. The 
nonlinear whole biology may unify reductionism and holism, 
structuralism and functionalism. The self-construction 
of general living systems is from molecules to cells, to 
organisms, and then to ecosystems [26]. This process can not 
always be an entropy increase.

Life processes with entropy decrease exist on the surface 
of the earth. Living growth implies increase of order, and 
entropy decrease. The nonlinear thermodynamics is actually 
the kinetics [58]. The formation of new species during 
population evolution is similar to a phase transition [30].

Based on the coevolution of nucleic acids and proteins, 
the primitive living systems with highly self-organized 
are generated. Further the small systems develop into 
the hypercycle large system. In conclusion, cooperation-
competition is a common phenomenon in the ecosystem.

In 1970s Eigen and Schuster proposed the hyper 
cycle [59,60]. This is a scientific theory on the relationship 
between protein and nuclei acid, and on the origin of life, and 

discussed self-organization of matter and the evolution of 
biological macromolecules [59].

Based on the many levels and their cycles in geoscience, 
we researched the hypercycle of geoscience. This is 
the hypercycle as a tool of self-organization applied to 
geoscience. It may form from a level to other higher levels. 
These levels influence each other and the coevolution. 
And we discussed some possible mathematical methods. 
This method can be developed and perfected. Further, we 
proposed the nonlinear whole geoscience and its three basic 
laws, and discussed thermodynamics of geoscience, and in 
which possible entropy decrease under some sates, such as 
evolution and cycles of Earth, etc. Sustainable development 
of society must study the mode from high entropy to low 
entropy. Various cycles in geoscience cannot all be entropy 
increases, and cannot all be originated from the external 
interactions [16].

Since humanity has been faced with various crises, a 
sustainable development is proposed. Humanity and our 
total natural environment are a huge common system. It 
includes very much interacting elements. Synergetics, as 
a quantitative cooperation theory of different subsystem, 
may be considered as a strategy to copy with complex 
systems. It can be applied to the sustainable development. 
The synergetic equations can become the Lotka-Volterra 
equations, whose solution is a cycle model with period. This 
corresponds to a circulation of natural resources [55].

Chinese traditional farming and sustainable 
development are based on coevolution, and have minimal 
entropy production and entropy decrease.

Based on the brief introduction of complexity, we 
proposed four basic scientific characters of complexity: 
much elements, various interactions, hierarchies, evolutions, 
and researched some corresponding mathematical methods 
of complexity. We try to define a mathematical function of 
complexity ),,,( txgeC ijkoml , in which ijk xge ,,  represent 
different elements, interactions, and hierarchies of space, 
respectively. Any complex system can be as an information 
processing system [61], the increase of complexity should 
be the increase information. This is the entropy change 
system, in which increasing entropy always is too simple 
for complexity. Complexity is the unity of unification and 
diversity, the unity of order and disorder, the unity of entropy 
increase and entropy decrease. We researched complexity 
in biology and neural networks, and general sciences of 
complexity from chemistry, social sciences, to various 
applications. In a word, complexity is a complex science. 
Its investigations, developments and applications must be 
simplification and quantification [62].
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Moreover, Wilson, et al. proposed the gene-culture 
coevolution [63,64]. Our research is consistent with big 
consilience as the unity of knowledge proposed by Wilson 
[26].

Conclusions

Since the second law of thermodynamics is based on 
isolated-equilibrium systems, it is in fact very limited. By 
entropy we describe coevolution, which may unify Darwinian 
evolution and mutual help, and unify thermodynamics, 
theory of dissipative structure, and synergetics, etc. This can 
be applied to self-optimization and ecosystem. Cooperation-
competition is a common phenomenon in nature and 
ecosystem. Coevolution is the more general evolution-
development law of biological and active systems. Further, 
it may be applied and extended to the social systems, and 
may combine hypercycle [59,60], the three dimensional 
philosophy for complex systems [65], and social synergetics 
[66], etc. Entropy, as a new world view [67], should have a 
more comprehensive understanding.
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